mosaic catalog

Factsheet

Data Journey
Intelligent cognitive data discovery creates your data
fabric, helping you consume heterogeneous data
assets with AI-led knowledge graph, and generates
confidence by leveraging the Data Trustability Index
under a single pane.
#DataFabric #CognitiveCatalog #DataAsAService
#DataGovernance #DataDiscovery #DataCatalog #DataMart
#DataCollaboration #DataJourney #SelfServeData
#DataConsumption #FederatedData #IntelligentDataCatalog

mosaic catalog
Why mosaic catalog
As organizations are accelerating towards digital transformations, they are expecting more than just
traditional data cataloging. The enterprise data management is moving towards a big paradigm shift,
where knowledge and actionable insights are part of the data catalog journey. The various data assets
not limited to datasets, but also machine learning models, unstructured documents, Data APIs, and
entities hidden within each of these documents are essential elements of the data journey. All these
heterogenous data assets reside at various location or on-cloud or on-premise infrastructure, Data
fabric architecture of Mosaic Catalog manages the data, integrates it, applies governance and enables
sharing of data across organization. Hence it helps organization in becoming a digital leader.
All organizations have a data journey which is constantly evolving and to learn and generate
knowledge from the data is a crucial aspect in a data catalog. Data Fabric architecture empowers
different personas such as data engineers, data scientist, business users and analyst to understand the
right set of data, which is scattered across organization.
LTI’s Mosaic Catalog is designed for such data-driven enterprises. It takes traditional cataloguing to a
new level, where it starts from cognitive data discovery from 50+ connectors for each persona defined
to the consumption of the right trustable data asset in just few clicks. It continuously executes state-of-art
analytics over existing data assets and learns from it by auto discovering entities, knowledge nuggets
and relationships across all the platforms where data asset reside. It enables faster data discovery by
providing data quality index, data lineage and data traceability which provides users a 360 degree
experience from data discovery to data consumption.

LTI Mosaic Catalog - Salient Features
Cognitive & Intuitive Data Discovery
across Enterprise

Collaborative Data Enrichment

Powerful multi-facet data asset search
engine to discover assets stored in
different infra in same enterprise.

Enrichment of the metadata with qualitative
inputs such as user feedback, rating &
reviews, ask an expert documentation
and much more.

One-click Integration

Intelligent Metadata Capture

Provides quick access to
analytical reports and helps
user in easy data
consumption

AI-led metadata capture for auto-tagging,
auto-relationships and intelligent
recommendations based on entities
discovered in the data.

Data Democratization
& Governance

Surface Data Intelligence

Complete visibility and control over
accessibility and provide user access
via request workflows.

Empowering user by democratizing data
intelligence from the data prior and post
consumption, using context-rich entities
and knowledge nuggets.
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Data Owner
Auto Register & Auto Sync
Publish metadata from heterogenous systems to the catalog and maintain that in
rce, for newly-added, as well as exis
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Make data quality sta s
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Data Governance
Ensures controlled access to all informa
ets based on persona
evel approval mechanism.
request work flow
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Data Admin
User Management
Implement and maintain user management using SSO/AD/LDAP as per organiza
requirement.
Groups & Roles
Create, implement and maintain groups & roles and assign them to the associates as
per their persona.
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Product Architecture

Metadata Management
Data Dictionary Deﬁnition | Description | Documentation | Category & Sub-category

Data Governance
SSO/AD/LDAP | User Management | PII | Expert | Notiﬁcation

Infrastructure / Deployment

Downstream / Actionable Systems

Collaboration
Data Asset Sharing Workﬂow | Discussion | Feedback | Rating

FEDERATED QUERY | DATA AS API

Publish
Auto Publish | Auto Sync | Bulk Metadata Pull

Self-Service Consumption

BIGDATA, FILESYSTEM, BI REPORTING)

Data Connectors

CONNECTOR FRAMEWORK (RDBMS, NOSQL, CLOUD,

Upstream / Source Systems

Discovery
Facets/Semantic Search | Explore | Auto Tagging | Auto Recommendation | Auto Relation
Sampling | Proﬁling | Pinned | Favourite

On-Cloud / On Premise

Deployment Options
Flexibly deploy on cloud or on-premises

On-premise
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Shape the Fabric of Your Data Journey

Request a Demo
LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 460 clients succeed in a
converging world. With operations in 33 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital
transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as
a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most
complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 40,000 LTItes enable our clients to
improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and
shareholders. Find more at http://www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global.

info@Lntinfotech.com

